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ASSISTED CAREGIVER DRESSING IN THREE EASY STEPS!

• Caregiver assisted dressing system designed and adopted by patients, aging seniors, 
as well as caregivers, family members and professionals providing assistance to 
individuals facing mobility, sensory or cognitive challenges

• Our caregiver assisted dressing system makes dressing a “snap”
• A 3-step process designed with one specifi c purpose: to reduce the e� ort of getting 

dressed and providing confi dence and style to our customers
• Our system eliminates the pain and di�  culties  associated to dressing yourself or a 

loved one in a seated or lying positions.

• Glide the pants on legs 
•  Close back panels 
•  Can easily be put on

        sitting or lying in bed.
                 

• Slide in the arms fi rst. 
• Glide the neck opening 

over the head.  
• Close the back panels

      with snaps.   

• Open panel 
        completely.    

•  Slide in the arms.
•  Close panels, snap

        them closed.

• Glide the pants on legs 
•  Close back panels 
•  Can easily be put on

        sitting or lying in bed.
                 

        sitting or lying in bed.

• Open panel 
        completely.    

•  Slide in the arms.
•  Close panels, snap

        them closed.

• Slide in the arms fi rst. 
• Glide the neck opening 

over the head.  
• Close the back panels

      with snaps.   
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ovidis
Adaptive Wear

OUR MISSION

WHY SELECT OVIDIS IN ADAPTIVE WEAR ?

* Ideal for lifestyles in transition
* Caregiver assisted dressing solution, perfect for aging 

seniors and for individuals facing the challenge of limited 
mobility.

* Your favourite everyday styles have been carefully 
re-imagined to meet your adaptive needs

* Disability-fi rst at heart: high level functionality meets 
high level aesthetics

* All our innovative designs have full back openings 
with button snap closures facilitating caregiver assisted      
dressing

We believe in developing versatile styles that will enable 
an individual to dress with a sense of pride, enhancing 
confi dence and self-esteem so you can feel like yourself 
again.

We aim to simplify caregiver assisted dressing by o� ering stylish adaptive clothing 
made of soft  and resilient fabrics that are easy to care for. Designed to make anyone 
who wears them feel great and comfortable day and night.
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TRICOTTI - Grey
TRICOTTI - Black 

Ponte knit provides a comfy stretch for 
maximum range of motion.  Th is pant is designed 
with  slim leg features, will fi t like a glove.  Open 
back with full coverage.
65% Polyester 35% Cotton

S to 1XL

$49.95

Style 2-6101-91 Grey

Style 2-6101-90 Black

ADAPTIVE PANTS
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        Navy

2-6001-88

Black

2-6001-90

        Beige

2-6001-11

SOPHIE - Gabardine

Soft  and stretchy gab, styled in a narrow pant fi t. 
Th e overlapping discretion panels at seat ensure 
extra comfort and well being.
Available in Black, Navy and Beige
 62% Polyester 34% Cotton 4% Spandex

M à 2X

$49.95

OPEN BACK WITH DOUBLE PANELS

        Navy

2-6001-88

Black

2-6001-90

        Beige

2-6001-11

SOPHIE - Gabardine

Soft  and stretchy gab, styled in a narrow pant fi t. 
Th e overlapping discretion panels at seat ensure 
extra comfort and well being.
Available in Black, Navy and Beige
 62% Polyester 34% Cotton 4% Spandex

M à 2X

$49.95
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Style 2-6202-86

ARIE - Denim

Light and airy, this denim is stretchable and feels 
like a second skin.  Th is pant has side openings, all 
you need to do is slide into comfort.
74% Cotton 24% Polyester 2% Spandex

S to 2XL

$59.95

ADAPTIVE PANTS
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Style 2-6201-11

ARIE - Beige

Casual knitted pant with side openings and slim 
leg tailoring. Th is knit will accommodate all      
seasons. 
65% Polyester 35% Cotton

XS à 1XL

$49.95

  OPEN SIDE KNIT PANTS  
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Style 2-1501-90

KATIE 

Refi nement at its best.  In classic black and white 
gingham, with a fl oral lace detail on its fl ouncy 
sleeves and neckline. Th is shirt is easy care, with
no ironing required. Full open back.
65% Polyester, 35% Cotton

M to 2XL

$44.95

Style 2-1401-80

DOLLY 

Th e delicate Dolly blouse has a sophisticated look,
with its crystal buttons.  Th is little jewel is wrinkle 
free, machine washable. Full open back.
65%Polyester, 35% Cotton

M to 2XL

$44.95

ADAPTIVE BLOUSES
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Style 2-1701-80

MARIE

Th is blouse will wrap you up in its soft ness.
Th is micro-stripe poplin and bamboo blend is easy 
care and microbacterial. Full open back.
50% Polyester 35% Bamboo 15% Cotton

S to 2XL

$49.95

Th is blouse will wrap you up in its soft ness.
Th is micro-stripe poplin and bamboo blend is easy 

50% Polyester 35% Bamboo 15% Cotton

FULL OPEN BACK BLOUSES
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Style 2-2002-00

TORIE - Sangria

Soft  printed peached jersey, with denim contrast 
specifi cally designed to wear with our light denim 
pant, but will also accommodate so many other 
bottoms with its fresh and trendy allure.
95% Polyester 5% Spandex

S to 2XL

$59.95

ADAPTIVE TOPS

specifi cally designed to wear with our light denim 
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Style 2-1901-20

SIRI 

Th is light knit top, with a light terry fi nish inside, 
is a blend of timeless refi nement and  relaxation. 

100% Polyester

XS à 1XL

$49.95

Style 2-2001-88

TORIE - Navy

Light and stretchy knit, with contrast denim features, 
is easily paired up with our soft  denim pants.  How 
wonderful it is to be stylish and  comfortable with 
such an easy wear top.
 97% Polyester 3% Spandex

XS to1XL

$59.95

FULL OPEN BACK TOPS

$59.95
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                                 Style 2-1101-00

                        GIGI - Leopard

Th e leopard print and luxurious handfeel of 
this soft  knit is testament  to the style and 
comfort it promises to deliver. 
Playful yet elegant. Full open back.
97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 1XL

$59.95

Style 2-1801-90

TOUKI 

Light and airy knitted top.  A basic top redefi ned 
by its simplistic neck detail. Easy wear, easy care.
Full open back.
97% Polyester 3% Spandex

S to 2XL

$49.95

ADAPTIVE TOPS
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                Style 2-1102-19

            KIKI - Vanilla

Th is statement jersey o� ers style and playfulness.
It is easy to wear and so comfortable. Simply a must 
have.
 97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 1XL

$49.95

Style 2-1101-00

KIKI - Watercolor 

Th is jersey knit, with its statement collar and sleeves, 
has a fl air of  mischievousness.  An elegant top designed 
with easy wear and easy care in mind.
97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 1XL

$49.95

FULL OPEN BACK TOPS

                Style 2-1102-19

            KIKI - Vanilla

Th is statement jersey o� ers style and playfulness.
It is easy to wear and so comfortable. Simply a must 
have.
 97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 1
$49.95

Style 2-1101-00

KIKI - Watercolor 

Th is jersey knit, with its statement collar and sleeves, 
has a fl air of  mischievousness.  An elegant top designed 
with easy wear and easy care in mind.
97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 1XL

$49.95$49.95
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Style 2-1601-46

NANCIE

Light and fl owery, this top is sweet with its 
fl ouncy frill at bottom and sleeves and a      
sprinkle of silver dust at the neckline.
97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 1XL

$59.95

Style 2-1202-39

GIGI- Pink

Th is enchanting top of light interlock knit and 
relaxed feature will put a spell on you with its 
entrancing color. 
 97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 1XL                              

$59.95

ADAPTIVE TOPS
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CRISTY - Grey
CRISTY - Grape

You will not go unnoticed in this stretchy knit top.  
A classic reinvented with soft  bell sleeves and 
discreet neckline.
100% Polyester 

M to 1XL

$49.95

Style 2-1001-89

CRISTY - Garden

Th is breezy light knit will simply charm you with its 
rose bud print in a playful yet discreet coloration. 
You will feel rejuvinated.
 97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 1XL

$49.95

FULL OPEN BACK TOPS

Style 2-1002-91 Grey

Style 2-1002-26 Grape
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SUZIE - Blue
SUZIE - Pink

Knit top that combines two-in-one, comfort and sofi stication. A light integrated sash will rest around your 
neck for added well being. Easy care, machine wash. Full open back.
 97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 1XL

$49.95

Style 2-1301-87 Style 2-1301-36

ADAPTIVE TOPS ADAPTIVE DRESSES WITH FULL OPEN BACK
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Style 2-4001-19 Vanilla

MELI- Vanilla
MELI - Fushia

Simplicity at its best. Light stretchable knit with 
3/4 sleeves and an integrated light sash that slips 
around the neck to protect against light breezes. 
 97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 2XL

$69.95

Style 2-4001-42 Fushia

ADAPTIVE DRESSES WITH FULL OPEN BACK
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Style 2-4101-87

ROSIE
Th is delightful and alluring dress, in a light interlock 
knit, will captivate you. Its asymetric neck detail and 
fl ouncy sleeves are all you will need to feel stylish 
and di� erent. Full open back.
 97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 2XL

$79.95

Style 2-4301-58

ROMEI
Charming and fl irty, this light knit dress will steal 
your heart.  A fl oral printed soft  jersey sprinkled with 
silver studs at the neckline adds on to the charm. 
97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 2XL

$79.95

Style 2-4301-58

FULL OPEN BACKADAPTIVE DRESSES
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Style 2-4201-36

AMELIE
Romantic and feminine, this light weight knit will  
make you glow. Its pearl buttons and box front pleats 
add fl air to this basic dress. Full open back.   
97% Polyester 3% Spandex

M to 2XL  

$89.95

Style 2-4401-90

RORY
Th is little black dress is refreshed with a hint of silver 
loops.  Made of Ponte knit. Easy wear. Easy care. 
Machine washable and dryable. Full open back.
65% Polyester 35% Cotton

S to 2XL

                         $69.95

Style 2-4201-36 Style 2-4401-90

FULL OPEN BACK
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Style 2-7201-32 Pink
Style 2-7201-80 Blue 

SANDI - Pink
SANDI - Blue 

Cozy and restful, this pique knit is a 
jewel. Embellished with embroideries 
and lace, this item can easily be worn 
when you need that lazy day. Fully 
open back.
55%Polyester 45% Cotton

S to 1XL

$54.95

SANDI - Pink
SANDI - Blue 

Cozy and restful, this pique knit is a 
jewel. Embellished with embroideries 
and lace, this item can easily be worn 
when you need that lazy day. Fully 

55%Polyester 45% Cotton

ADAPTIVE NIGHTGOWNS
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Style 2-7001-80

NIKKI 

Comfort at its best! Very soft  knit that 
will protect your delicate skin. Th is 
item easily became our favorite night 
gown with its soft  embroderies and 
polished look. Fully open back. 
95% Polyester 5% Spandex

S to 1XL

$54.95

                  Style 2-7101-39

              LORI

Made in a soft , fl ouncy jersey. Th is 
nightgown is reminiscent of spring 
days and wondrous emotions. Its 
soft ness will make you feel as though 
you are sleeping in a fl ower bed. Fully 
open back.
95% Polyester 5% Spandex

S to 1XL

$54.95

Comfort at its best! Very soft  knit that 
will protect your delicate skin. Th is 
item easily became our favorite night 
gown with its soft  embroderies and 

                  Style 2-7101-39

              LORI

Made in a soft , fl ouncy jersey. Th is 
nightgown is reminiscent of spring 
days and wondrous emotions. Its 
soft ness will make you feel as though 
you are sleeping in a fl ower bed. Fully 

95% Polyester 5% Spandex

Style 2-7001-80

NIKKI 

Comfort at its best! Very soft  knit that 
will protect your delicate skin. Th is 
item easily became our favorite night 
gown with its soft  embroderies and 
polished look. Fully open back. 
95% Polyester 5% Spandex

S to 1XL

$54.95

OPEN BACK ADAPTIVE COMFORT
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  ANTI-STRIP JUMPSUITS
Style -1-9201-91

JUMPSUIT - Men 

Lightweight stretch interlock knit. Soft  on 
the skin to avoid skin rashes.  Two way 
zippers in back and inseams with protective 
snapped tabs.
97% Polyester 3% Spandex

S  to 2XL 

$69.95

Style -2-7301-30

JUMPSUIT - Ladies

Lightweight jersey knit. Soft  fi nish for 
sensitive skin. Two way zippers at inseam 
and back, with protective snapped tabs.
65% Polyester 30% Cotton 5% Spandex

XS to 1XL 

$69.95
22

ANTI-STRIP JUMPSUITS
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DEMENTIA AND ALZHEIMER'S

Dignity for the individual. Peace of mind for the caregiver.

Comfortable and non-restrictive, this jumpsuit ensures the respect and dignity 
of individuals su� ering from cognitive disorders by restricting access to their 
incontinence underwear. Long zippers located on the back and between the legs 
allow for easy changing of incontinence underwear and make dressing a pain-
free experience. Th e anti-strip jumpsuit is the perfect solution for dementia and 
Azheimer's patients.
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LEXI - Navy

Foot cover with large open front. No interior
seams. Machine washable and dryable.

Sizes 36-43                       $95.00 CAD

LACY -  Black/Wine/Navy

Quick double adjustment of instep with two
velcro straps. Machine washable and dryable

Sizes  36-43                      $90.00 CAD
                          

COMFORT BRAS White/Black/Beige

           7218            7276
- Front closure
- Wire-free comfort
- Wide straps for added
    comfort
- 85% Nylon 15% Spandex
- Sizes  34-48 
- Stretch fabric fi ts B-C-D-
   DD cups

- Front closure
- Wire-free comfort
- Wide straps
- 95% Cotton 5% Spandex   
- Sizes 34-44
- Stretch fabric fi ts B-C-D
   cups.

$17.95 CAD$17.95 CAD

European Sizing European Sizing

SPECIALIZED SLIPPERS

ADAPTIVE ACCESSORIES

White

Beige

Black
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Full freedom compression: Black/White
- Graduated compression
- Light varicose veins, tired and aching legs
- Helps reduce swelling and prevent deep vein
   thrombosis
- For men and women
- 90% Cotton 6% Nylon 4% Elastane
- Sizes SM - LG

$ 9.95/pair

Compression socks - Black/Beige
- Knee high, non-constrictive top 
-  95%Nylon 5% Spandex

 8-15 mm Hg light compression              $ 11.95/pair

15-20mm Hg medium compression       $ 18.95/pair

Diabetic Superior stretch:
Black/Beige/White
- Mid calf wide stretch
- Flat seam for comfort
- Easy to slip on
- For men and women
- 98% Cotton 2% Spandex

- Sizes - S-M-L            $9.95/pair

Anti-slip socks - Black/Beige
- Slip-resistant grips
-  Flat seams at toes 
-  Antimicrobial
-  Sizes S-M-L unisex         
-  88% Cotton 11% Nylon 1% Spandex

$9.95/pair

UNISEX ADAPTIVE SOCKS
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Style -1-1002-88

BENGAL
Classic Y/D stripe, made of blended fi bers, to 
assure best comfort and soft ness.  Easy care, machine 
washable and dryable, no ironing required.
65% Polyester 35% Cotton
M to 2XL    

$49.95

                   Style -1-1001-88

               MOSAIC
Mini jacquard, made of blended fi bers, to 
assure best comfort and soft ness.  Th is shirt will 
glide over your body due to the back opening.
Easy care, machine washable and dryable, no ironing 
required.
65% Polyester 35% Cotton
M to 2XL      

$49.95

Classic Y/D stripe, made of blended fi bers, to 
assure best comfort and soft ness.  Easy care, machine 
washable and dryable, no ironing required.
65% Polyester 35% Cotton
M to 2XL    

$49.95

                   Style -1-1001-88

               MOSAIC
Mini jacquard, made of blended fi bers, to 
assure best comfort and soft ness.  Th is shirt will 
glide over your body due to the back opening.
Easy care, machine washable and dryable, no ironing 
required.
65% Polyester 35% Cotton
M to 2XL      

$49.95

65% Polyester 35% Cotton65% Polyester 35% Cotton

$49.95

ADAPTIVE SHIRTS
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These light poplin shirts of bamboo and microfiber blend are a must. Its 
softness and comfort will soothe the fragile skin. Bamboo fibers carry many 
caractheristics for well being: antibacterial, adapts to body temperature and 
is easy care. This shirt will glide over your body due to back opening.  No 
ironing required.
55% Bamboo 45% Microfibre      

 M à  2XL                                                            

$54.95

Style -1-1003- 88                                            Style 1- 1005-80                                Style 1-1004-90

ATMOSPHERE                        ATLANTIS                       ARCADIA

OPEN BACK EASY DRESSING
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RALFIE - Black/Royal/Red

Polo light jersey knit, soft  fi nish for fragile skins.
Wide open back for easy access.
65% Polyester 30% Cotton  5% Spandex    

                      S to 2XL  $49.95           

65% Polyester 30% Cotton  5% Spandex    

                      S to 2XL  $49.95           

Style -1-1101-90 Black

Style - 1-1101-20 Red

Style -1-1101-87 Royal

ADAPTIVE POLO FULL OPEN BACK
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Style -1-8001-91

CARDIGAN

Th is cardigan will make heads turn with its classic 
V-neck of twisted cables and the soft ness of the 
simili cashmere acrylic. Full open back.
100% Acrylic

M to 2XL 

$59.95

ADAPTIVE CARDIGAN 
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TIMMY                
 Black /Navy /Khaki
              

$49.95Style -1-6001-90

Style -1-6001-88

Th is timeless chino is the ultimate in style and 
soft ness. Its classic clean front and easy care 
features, such as anti-stains,will easily become a 
staple in your wardrobe.
65% Polyester 35% Cotton

M to 2XL

Style -1-6001-11

ADAPTIVE PANTS WITH BACK PANELS

Style -1-6001-11

Style -1-6001-88
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Style -1-6101-86

DENIM - Indigo

Stretch denim, relax fi t, side openings with velcro closures.
Comfort suits him well !
65% Polyester 35% Cotton     

S to 2XL                                     

$49.95

ADAPTIVE PANTS WITH SIDE OPENINGS

31

Stretch denim, relax fi t, side openings with velcro closures.
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STEWART - Black
STEWART - Red

Cozy nightshirts, in soft  billowy fl annel, great for night time or just 
to lounge around when under the weather. Complete open back with 
double panel snap closures.  
65%Polyester 35% Cotton

M to 2XL

$49.95

Style 1-9001-20 Red

STEWART - Black
STEWART - Red

Cozy nightshirts, in soft  billowy fl annel, great for night time or just 
to lounge around when under the weather. Complete open back with 
double panel snap closures.  
65%Polyester 35% Cotton

M to 2XL

$49.95

double panel snap closures.  

Style 1-9001-20 RedStyle 1-9001-90 Black

MEN'S NIGHTSHIRTS
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Style -1-9101-91

BILLY

Ideal for cool nights, this jersey  has a lot of stretch 
and is non restrictive. Full open back with double 
panel snap closures. Machine wash and dry.
100% Polyester

M to 2XL 

$49.95
33

FULL OPEN BACK NIGHTSHIRTS
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SPECIALTY SLIPPERS

SPECIALTY SHOES

ALTITUDE - Black
Foot insertion facilated by a rear Velcro strap, 
extra wide for comfort. Machine wash and dry.

Sizes  40 - 45                      $90.00
European sizes

ATHOS - Black
Quick double adjustment of instep with two
velcro straps. Machine washable and dryable

Sizes  40 - 45                      $90.00
European Sizes

SOFT LEATHER SHOES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
 

ALVINE - Black/Beige
Large volume and generous opening. This shoe 
will fit like a slipper with its adjustable velcro 
straps and mesh forefoot.

Sizes 36-45

169.95$

EURO 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

CDN
Women

5.5-6 6.5-7 7-7.5 8-8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5

CDN
Men

6 7 8 8.5 9-9.5 10 10.5-11

ADAPTIVE SHOES

European sizes
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ADAPTIVE WEAR

FOR EVERY SET SOLD  WE WILL CONTRIBUTE 
�5.00  TO THE ALZHEIMER SOCIETY OF CANADA

  

- Men bengal shirt,       Style  1-1002-88
     and Timmy pant           Style  1-6001-88

- Ladies Torie top            Style 2-2001-88

     and  Arie denim pant Style 2-6202-86

�5.00  TO THE ALZHEIMER SOCIETY OF CANADA

  

- Men bengal shirt,
     and Timmy pant

- Ladies Torie top 

     and  Arie denim pant

�5.00  TO THE ALZHEIMER SOCIETY OF CANADA

1-1002-88
1-6001-88

Style 2-2001-88

 2-6202-86

�5.00  TO THE ALZHEIMER SOCIETY OF CANADA

 Men bengal shirt,       Style  

     and Timmy pant           Style  1-6001-88

Ladies Torie top            Style 

     and  Arie denim pant Style

Supporting the


